Bill Ballon spoke to committee about CTA Community Tennis Association for southern Berkshire and about our tennis courts.

For now we fill any cracks with 1.5” of black top. Mr Ballon recommended a rubberized composite could be added to the blacktop. It can be put on in layers to soften the hard surface.

Question: Should there be a charge to use the tennis courts?
Decision: If someone is giving lessons for a fee they should pay for the use of the courts.

Item #4
SBCCP wants to expand their program by adding one more classroom, at least. They now have 3 rooms. The committee felt they would like to have the elementary principal’s input.
Dennis Sears requested that the whole School Committee should hear Mary’s input.

Item #5
Glen Devoti spoke to the committee about the Linda Higgins memorial plaque and a small tree will be planted.
Dave Travis made the motion to approve the memorial
Bob Law: Second
Unanimous

Item #6
Chris Regan informed the committee that the MSBA spending requirement is no longer an issue.

Generator for yellow house, or wire it to this building?
Dave Travis made the motion to have a generator for the yellow house.
Art Battachi: Second
Cost $3,500.00  
Vote: Unanimous  

Further discussion on the tennis courts. DECO TURF is a recommended product.
Bob Law made a motion to spend $102,376.00 100,000.00 for the tennis courts and 2,376.00 for other.
Dave Travis: Second

The committee accepted minutes of the March 8, 2017 as amended.

Fred Finkle presented a sample of signage for the District.
Fred estimated it would cost $5,000.00 total.
Dave Travis would like to see a mock up before spending $5,000.00
The committee decided to get the input of the art teacher, Cary Giodarno to see what she thinks
There was no decision.

Agenda for next meeting
Signs
Day care
Tennis Courts

Next meeting: May 10, 2017 at 7:00

Meeting adjourned 7:50